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ON A CONJECTURE OF DE GIORGI RELATED TO
HOMOGENIZATION
ARAM L. KARAKHANYAN AND HENRIK SHAHGHOLIAN
Abstract. For a periodic vector field F, let Xε solve the dynamical system
dXε
dt
“ F
ˆ
X
ε
ε
˙
.
In [6] Ennio De Giorgi enquiers whether from the existence of the limitX0ptq :“
lim
εÑ0
X
εptq one can conclude that dX
0
dt
“ constant. Our main result settles this
conjecture under fairly general assumptions on F, which in some cases may
also depend on t-variable.
Once the above problem is solved, one can apply the result to the corre-
sponding transport equation, in a standard way. This is also touched upon in
the text to follow.
1. Introduction
1.1. Problem setting. For each i “ 1, . . . , d let Fi : r0,8qˆRd Ñ R be a smooth
1-periodic function in both variables. Let us consider the first order system of
differential equations with oscillating structure
(1)
dxi
dt
“ Fi
ˆ
t
ε
,
x1
ε
, . . . ,
xd
ε
˙
i “ 1, . . . , d,
where ε ą 0 is a small parameter. Our primary motivation for studying (1) comes
from a conjecture posed by Ennio De Giorgi in [6] (Conjecture 1.1 page 175) con-
cerning the homogenization of the transport equation
(2)
Btuεpt, xq ` F pt{ε, x{εq ¨∇xuεpt, xq “ 0, t P p0,8q, x P Rd,
uεpt “ 0, xq “ u0pxq, x P Rd,
with vector field F “ pF1, F2, . . . , Fdq Lipschitz continuous and periodic in both
variables pt, xq. The Lipschitz continuous initial condition u0pxq is specified at the
initial time t “ 0.
He also conjectured that if (2) is homogenizable then the following property must
be true (see [6, page 177]): Let Xεptq be the solution of the following initial value
problem
(3)
dXε
dt
“ F
ˆ
t
ε
,
X
ε
ε
˙
, Xεp0q “ p
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for some given initial condition p P Rd. Then the limit exists
(4) X0ptq :“ lim
εÑ0
X
εptq
for any t, p. Moreover, there is a vector B P Rd such that
(5)
dX0
dt
“ B.
We remark that Peirone [14] showed that if F does not depend on t then the
asymptotic linearity of Xεptq as t Ñ 8 implies that (2) is homogenizable, see
Remark 4.
1.2. Related work. In view of Peirone’s result [14], the homogenization of (3) is
closely related to the homogenization of the first order transport equations Btu `
F ¨ ∇u “ 0 describing miscible flow in porous media [19]. One of the central
questions concerning (2) is the strong convergence which is not true in general as
the example of equation (2) with Fpt, x1, x2q “ p0, sinx1q, d “ 2 shows, see [6] page
176. It is known that if divF “ 0 1 then the effective equation has arithmetic
averages p´
T2
F1pxqdx,
´
T2
F2pxqdxq as the forcing velocity, whereas the shear field
Fpxq “ aϕpxq, a “ p1, γq P R2 yields harmonic averages, i.e. in the homogenized
equation the forcing velocity is a
´
T2
dx
ϕpxq , see [19]. The interested reader can find
more on this problem in the works [19], [10] and [5] and the references therein.
The homogenization of more general transport equations
(6) Btuε ` divraεfpuεqs “ 0, uεp0, xq “ U0px, x{εq
under the assumption aε “ apx, x{εq and divx apx, yq “ divy apx, yq “ 0, is studied
in [8]. The case when aε “ apx{εq is studied in [9]. It is also shown that solutions
of (6) converge in L2 and the limit equation is either a constant coefficient linear
transport equation (ergodic case) or an infinite dimensional dynamical system, see
[8, 9].
In [18] Tartar studied some transport equations with memory effects. He ad-
dressed the question of importance of considering the limit function rather than
the equation it satisfies. The question he raised was whether the limit retains, in
some sense, the structure of linear transport equations (e.g., when it is traveling
wave solution).
Some of these questions were addressed by Tassa in [19]. In particular, he showed
that for shear flow pd “ 2q the limit is a traveling wave (Theorems 4.2 and 4.5 in
[19]). He also derived convergence rate which depends on the smoothness of the
forcing vector field as well as on whether the rotation number (which we denoted
γ in the formula a “ p1, γq above) is rational or irrational. In fact for rational
rotation number (Theorem 4.5 in [19]) the limit is determined by some function aη
see (3.13) in [19], and the limit function is a traveling wave if aη “ const for all
η P r0, 1s.
It seems plausible that the techniques here can (partially) be applied to more
general context involving random structure, i.e. stochastic differential equations.
Similar type of problems, have been studied in recent works of Bardi-Cesaroni-Scotti
[2]. The problem here can be reduced to the well-known classical perturbation
1This refers to the case of unit density ρ “ 1 for the invariant measure, see Section 1.4 for
more details.
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problem through variable substitution Yε “ Xε{ε. To illustrate this at a heuristic
level, we assume (for clarity) F to be independent of t. We thus have
dXε
dt
“ FpYεq, Xεp0q “ p ñ dY
ε
dt
“ 1
ε
FpYεq, Yεp0q “ p{ε.
Introducing Zεpsq “ Yεpεsq, s ą 0 we infer dZε
ds
“ εpYεq1pεsq “ FpZεq and thus by
Theorem 3.1 [14] we get that for a fixed ε ą 0 the limit
lim
sÑ8
Zεpsq
s
“ lim
sÑ8
Xεpεsq
εs
:“ B
exists and is independent of ε for a suitable class of F. If we knew that this limit
is also uniform in ε then for τ “ εs we could conclude that limεÑ0 X
εpτq
τ
exists for
each fixed τ and is independent of ε or, equivalently, Xεpτq “ oεpτq`Bτ . Certainly
this captures the case when p “ 0. Nevertheless, it is possible that our Theorem
2b has some overlapping with above mentioned Theorem 3.1 [14].
A further direction, that our approach might be possible to extend to, is that
of multi-scale problems. More exactly, one may consider F that has both slow and
fast variable Fpx, x{εq. A particular case of this was studied by G. Menon [13],
with Fpx, x{εq “ divpKpxq ` εApx{εqq.
1.3. Problem set-up. We shall switch between cases of t-dependent as well as
t-independent F, and this will be clear from the context. Hence we shall use both
notation Fpt, xq, as well as Fpxq.
Next, going back to our t-independent F, one can establish a number of remark-
able properties, for the non-oscillating system (i.e. when ε “ 1)
dxi
dt
“ Fi px1, . . . , xdq .(7)
Suppose that (7) has invariant measure dµx “ ρpxqdx with density ρ ą 0 i.e. the
vector field ρF is divergence free; see Section 1.4 for details. For the two dimensional
problem, pd “ 2q, Kolmogorov proved that if Fpxq “ pF1px1, x2q, F2px1, x2qq ­“ 0,
is Z2 periodic and both ρ and F are real analytic in px1, x2q variables, then there
is an analytic transformation of coordinates y “ fpxq such that (7) transforms into
shear flow system
(8)
dyi
dt
“ ai
Gpy1, y2q , i “ 1, 2,
with constants a1 “ 1, a2 “ γ P R and G being a Z2 periodic scalar function. Here
γ is called the rotation number of (7) (also called rotation index) and the system
(7) is ergodic if γ is diophantine, see [17]. For the latter case the shear flow (8) can
be further transformed to a constant speed system
dw
dt
i
“ ci, i “ 1, 2 where ci are
constants.
In fact, one can take
Gpx1, x2q “ ρpx1, x2q, for a.e. px1, x2q P R2
to be the density of invariant measure of (8) such that we have div ρ
G
“ 0. In other
words, now 1
G
is the density of the invariant measure of the new shear flow system
of differential equations (8), obtained from (7) via a coordinate transformation
introduced by Kolmogorov [11].
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The main goal of this article is to analyze the behaviour of the solution Xεptq
to equation (3) as ε Ñ 0 under some conditions imposed on the vector field F “
pF1, . . . , Fdq which we list below:
(F.1) F : Rd Ñ Rd is continuous, Zd-periodic and there is a constant L ą 0 such
that
(9) |Fpu1q ´ Fpu2q| ď L|u1 ´ u2|, @u1,u2 P Rd.
We write F “ pF1, . . . , Fdq where Fi, 1 ď i ď d are the components of the
vector field F.
(F.2) There is a constant λ ą 0 such that
λ ď Fipuq ď 1
λ
, 1 ď i ď d
for every u P Rd.
(F.3) There is a bounded Zd periodic function ρ ą 0 such that divpρFq “ 0 in
R
d. Here ρ is called the density of invariant measure.
The equation divpρFq “ 0 is understood in the weak sense, i.e. ´ ρF ¨ ∇ψ “ 0
for every ψ P C80 pRdq.
The conditions pF.1q ´ pF.3q will be mainly used in the statement of Theorem
2.
1.4. Invariant measure. (General discussion) Condition pF.3q needs some expla-
nation. Suppose that Fpxq “ a
Gpxq , x P Rd for some constant vector a and suitable
scalar function G such that F is smooth. It is clear that for this case ρ “ G.
However for general flows the existence of ρ is not easily obtained. In the proof
of Theorem 2b below we require that the invariant measure exists and is bounded
in order to construct a change of variables which reduces general flows to shear
one. In this regard we mention the following existence result from [7]: Suppose
F : Rd Ñ Rd, F P C1 and for simplicity t-independent. Let ρ be sought as the
solution of Liouville’s equation divpρFq “ 0. Let τ “ xd, x1 “ px1, x2, . . . , xd´1, 0q
and assume that Fd ą 0 then Liouville’s equation can be rewritten as follows
Bτ log ρ`∇x1 log ρ ¨ F
1
Fd
“ ´divF
Fd
,
where F1 “ pF1, . . . , Fd´1, 0q. We can specify initial condition at time τ “ 0, i.e.
xd “ 0 and then by [7] (Proposition II.1 and Remark afterwards) there is a L8-
solution of this Cauchy problem in Rdˆr0,8q, provided that both F and the initial
data are Lipschitz.
If d “ 2 then it is well known that divergence free vector field is 90 degree
rotation of the gradient of a potential function u, i.e., ρF “ pux2 ,´ux1q. From here
we have that ρF1 “ ux2 , ρF2 “ ´ux1. For F satisfying pF.2q we can eliminate ρ to
obtain
ux1 “ ´ux2
F2
F1
in T2.
The existence and regularity of periodic solution u “ upx1, x2q follows from stan-
dard existence theory for the first order linear equations via the method of char-
acteristics. In particular if F P Ck then ∇u P Ck. The density of the invariant
measure can be recovered as follows ρ “ ux1F2´ux2F1|F|2 .
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1.5. The approach and methodology. De Giorgi’s conjecture has (more or less)
been ignored completely. Indeed, the fact that convergence of the underlying dy-
namical system would give the convergence of the transport problem, have been
unnoticed in the literature. Our result (read observation) should be seen in the
light of homogenization of the dynamical system, rather than the transport prob-
lem; even though this directly implies the convergence of the transport problem.
The approach we have taken here is a combination of a few, already worked out,
methods (originating in the work of Kolmogorov [11], and later Bogolyubov [3]).
More precisely, it is a combination of Kolmogorov’s transformation of coordinate
system (and its refinement due to Tassa [19]) and Bogolyubov’s method for singular
perturbations. In particular, the latter implies a convergence rate as εÑ 0.
To the best of our knowledge, this has not been done previously and hence
worth noticing. Such a composition of hybrid techniques – of combining singular
perturbations, dynamical systems and homogenization – gives new insights and
opens up for the study of convergence rates for similar problems.
We also want to stress that although our result seems to be new, it does not use
any new technique, and most probably if the problem was noticed by others, that
have worked with the related transport problem, a similar observation would have
been made.
2. Preliminaries and main results
We first recall the definition of KBM-functions from [16] Definition 4.2.4.
Definition 1. Consider the function Gpt, xq continuous in t and x on r0,8qˆRd
such that for some constant L ą 0 there holds
|Gpt, x1q ´Gpt, x2q| ď L|x1 ´ x2|, for all t P r0,8q, x1, x2 P Rd.
If the average
(10) G0pyq “ lim
ℓÑ8
1
ℓ
ˆ ℓ
0
Gpτ, yqdτ
exists uniformly in y on compact sets D Ă Rd then we call G a KBM-function
(KMB stands for Krylov, Bogolyubov and Mitropolski.)
We next justify the existence of G0 and obtain a refined estimate for δ under the
periodicity assumption on G in t-variable.
Lemma 1. Consider the function G : r0,8q ˆ Rd Ñ R, continuous in t P r0,8q
and x P R such that for some constant L ą 0 there holds
|Gpt, x1q ´Gpt, x2q| ď L|x1 ´ x2|, for all t P r0,8q, x1, x2 P Rd.
Suppose Gpt, xq is 1-periodic in t, then the limit in (10) exists and consequently G
is a KBM-function.
Proof. For fixed y we have
ˆ ℓ
0
pGpτ, yq ´G0pyqqdτ “
rℓsÿ
m“1
ˆ m
m´1
pGpτ, yq ´G0pyqqdτ `
ˆ ℓ
rℓs
pGpτ, yq ´G0pyqqdτ “
“
ˆ ℓ
rℓs
pGpτ, yq ´G0pyqqdτ
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where rℓs is the integer part of ℓ ą 0 and G0pyq “ ´ 1
0
Gpτ, yqdτ . Consequently,
1
ℓ
ˆ ℓ
0
Gpτ, yqdτ “ G0pyq ` 1
ℓ
ˆ ℓ
rℓs
pGpτ, yq ´G0pyqqdτ Ñ G0pyq as ℓÑ8.
The second part that G is KBM follows from Lemma 4.6.4 [16].

Note that for periodic G independent of x, we have that G0pxq “ ´ 1
0
Gpτ, xqdτ is
constant. The convergence rate for almost periodic G depending only on x variable
may be weaker as the example in Section 6 shows.
We formulate our main results below starting from the one dimensional problem.
Theorem 1. (d “ 1) Let G‹pt, xq, t P R, x P T be positive, periodic in x, such that
the function Gpt, xq :“ G‹px, tq (with swapped variables) is KBM-function and
M :“ sup
xPR,tě0
1
G‹pt, xq ă 8.
Let Xε be the solution to the initial value problem$&
%
dX
dt
ε
“ 1
G‹
`
t, X
ε
ε
˘ ,
Xεp0q “ p.
(11)
Then there is a Lipschitz continuous function X0ptq such that
(12) |Xεptq ´X0ptq| ď CpT qε, t P r0, T s
where T ą 0 is the length of the time interval t P r0, T s, CpT q is a positive constant
depending only on T and G‹. Furthermore, if G‹pt, ηq does not depend on t and is
periodic in η, then X0ptq “ p0 ` βt for some p0, β P R.
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will use a simple version of Bogolyubov’s method,
tailored for the Cauchy problem
dYε
dt
“ G
ˆ
t
ε
,Yε
˙
, Yεp0q “ p, see [3] §26, [16]
Lemma 4.3.1. It is worthwhile to mention that at some point we swap the arguments
of the function G‹ such that the resulted function G is KBM.
Next we state our main result for the multidimensional problem.
Theorem 2. (d ě 2)
a) Let d ě 2 be a periodic scalar function G : Rd Ñ R independent of t,
G P CkpRnq and there are positive constants c0 and κ, k ą d ` κ ` 1 such
that a P Rd is diophantine, i.e.,
|xa,my| ě c0|m|d`κ , @m P Z
dzt0u.(13)
Finally, suppose that F “ a
G
satisfies (F.1)-(F.3). If Xε is the solution to
the Cauchy problem
dzε
dt
“ a
G
`
zε
ε
˘ , zεp0q “ p then
ˇˇˇ
ˇzεptq ´
ˆ
p` a
MpGq t
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cε, t ě 0
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where MpGq “ ffl
Td
G, Td is the d-dimensional torus, and
C “ d|a|
c0π|MpGq|
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
|m|d`κ|Gm| ă 8
where Gm is the m-th Fourier coefficient of G.
b) Let d “ 2 and F P Ck be independent of t, and 1-periodic in x-variable. Let
further (F.1)-(F.3) hold and Xε solves the Cauchy problem$&
%
dX
dt
ε
“ F
ˆ
X
ε
ε
˙
,
X
εp0q “ p.
(14)
Let γ be the rotation number (see section 1.3) and assume that a “ p1, γq
satisfies (13) with some constants C ą 0 and κ ą 0 such that k ą 3 ` κ.
Then there is a linear function X0ptq “ p`Bt, B P R2 such that
(15) |Xεptq ´X0ptq| ď Cˆε, t P r0,8q
where Cˆ depends on }ρF}8, γ and }F}Ck .
We shall use a number of results from dynamical systems. In particular, in the
proof of Theorem 2 we shall employ Kolmogorov’s theorem on coordinate transfor-
mation y “ fpxq [11], see section 1.3. It needs to be mentioned that Kolmogorov’s
proof is not constructive i.e., he did not write explicit form of such transformation.
In [19] Tassa found a simple argument that renders the explicit form of f. Such
coordinate transformation exists for d ě 3 under various assumptions [1], [12].
3. Proof of Theorem 1
We first observe that if G is a KBM-function then by Definition 1 the following
limit
(16) G0pyq “ lim
ℓÑ8
1
ℓ
ˆ ℓ
0
Gps, yqds
exists uniformly in y P D for any compact D Ă R. In particular, the Lipschitz
continuity of G translates to G0. Next let us derive a scaled version of Bogolyubov’s
estimate in one dimension.
Lemma 2. Let G : r0,8qˆR Ñ R be a KBM-function periodic in the first variable.
Let hεpξq be the solution of the Cauchy problem dh
ε
dξ
“ G
ˆ
ξ
ε
, hεpξq
˙
, hεp0q “ p.
Let G0 be as in (16) and h0 a unique solution of the Cauchy problem
dh0
dξ
“ G0ph0q, h0p0q “ p
on the finite interval r0, T1s. Then, as εÑ 0,
(17) |hεpξq ´ h0pξq| ď CpT qε, 0 ď ξ ď T ă T1
for some constant CpT q ą 0 depending only on T .
Remark 3. Note that under the conditions of Theorem 1 the solution h0 is unique
because G0 is Lipschitz.
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Proof. We use Bogolyubov’s estimate for the slowly varying systems. Define θεpξq “
hεpεξq then we have $&
%
dθε
dξ
“ εG pξ, θεq ,
θεp0q “ p.
(18)
Furthermore, let θ0pξq solve$&
%
dθ0
dξ
“ εG0 `θ0˘ ,
θ0p0q “ p,
(19)
where G0 is as in (16). Applying Bogolyubov’s estimate, [4] Theorem 12.1 and
Remark 12.1, (see also [16] Theorem 4.5.5) to θε, θ0 we have that
(20) sup
ξPr0,T
ε
s
|θεpξq ´ θ0pξq| ď CpT qε
where CpT q ą 0 depends only on T . After setting h0pεξq “ θ0pξq, substituting
εξ “ s in (20) the result follows. 
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 1. Observe that 0 ă dX
ε
dt
ď
sup
xPR,tě0
1
G‹pt, xq “M ă 8 and therefore tX
εu is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on
every finite interval r0, T s. In fact, we have the estimate |Xεptq| ď |p| ` TM, t P
r0, T s. Furthermore, Xε is strictly monotone because G ą 0. Thus Xε has inverse
which we denote by hε,
(21) ξ “ Xεphεpξqq.
Rewriting the system for hε we have
1
dhε
dξ
“ 1
G‹phεpξq, ξ{εq ñ
dhε
dξ
“ G‹phεpξq, ξ{εq.
As for the initial condition, we have hεppq “ 0.
Denote Gpt, xq “ G‹px, tq, the function with swapped variables. Note that G
satisfies all requirements of Lemma 2 (in particular G is periodic in t), and hence
it follows that hε Ñ h0 locally uniformly on r0,8q and the homogenized equation
is dh
0
dξ
“ G0ph0q where
G0pyq “ lim
ℓÑ8
1
ℓ
ˆ ℓ
0
Gpτ, yqdτ.
Returning to Xε and using the refined convergence rate (17) for periodic G in t
variable, we note that by (21)
(22) ξ “ Xε phεpξqq “ Xεprhεpξq ´ h0pξqs ` h0pξqq
implying that |ξ ´ Xεph0pξqq| “ |Xεprhεpξq ´ h0pξqs ` h0pξqq ´ Xεph0pξqq| ď
M |hεpξq´h0pξq| ďMCpT qε, where the last inequality follows from (17). Hence, Xε
converges uniformly to X0ptq, determined by the implicit equation ξ “ X0ph0pξqq.
Finally, the last part of Theorem 1 follows from the fact that G0 is constant for
periodic G‹ and therefore X0ptq must be linear function of t.
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4. Multi-dimensional problem: Proof of Theorem 2a
4.1. Change of variables for d ě 2. Let dµ “ ρdx be the invariant measure of
the system
dxi
dt
“ Fipxq where Fpxq “ pF1pxq, . . . , Fdpxqq, x P Rd is the vector field
on the right hand side of the equation (7). If d “ 2, F1, F2, ρ P C8, Fi : R2 Ñ R
and F 21 ` F 22 ą 0 then Kolmogorov showed that there is a transformation x Ñ y
such that in the new system of coordinates the equation transforms into the shear
flow
dy1
dt
“ F, dy2
dt
“ γF where γ is the rotation number (see section (1.3)), and
F is a positive function. Furthermore, if γ is diophantine (see the formulation of
Theorem 2 for precise condition) then there is another transformation of R2, y Ñ u
such that the system takes the form
dui
dt
“ ai, i “ 1, 2 where ai are constants.
For d ě 3 Kolmogorov’s theorem has been generalized by Kozlov which we state
below without proof, see [12].
Proposition 1. Let d ě 2 and G ą 0, 1
G
P Ck, k ą d ` κ ` 1 is smooth. If
a “ pa1, . . . , adq is diophantine in the sense of (13) then there exists a change of
variables transforming the system
dwj
dt
“ aj
Gpw1, . . . , wdq , j “ 1, . . . , d(23)
into the constant coefficient system
dwj
dt
“ aj.
It is clear that for the shear flow (23) the density of invariant measure is ρ “ G.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2a.
Proof. We shall use the coordinate transformation introduced in [12] Theorem 2:
if uptq solves the shear system du
dt
“ q
Gpuq with diophantine q then the mapping
given by the equations
(24) wj “ uj ` qj
MpGqfpuq, 1 ď j ď d, u “ pu1, . . . , udq
transforms the equation into
dwj
dt
“ qj
MpGq ,
as stated in Proposition 1, see [12] page 197. HereMpGq “ ffl
Td
G is the mean value
of G and f is determined from the first order differential equation
x∇f,qy “ Gpuq ´MpGq.
In fact, this mapping is non-degenerate (i.e. has nontrivial Jacobian) and is one-
to-one [12]. Taking εu “ z we see that
du
dt
“ q
Gpuq
with q “ a
ε
. From Fourier’s expansion we have
Gpuq ´MpGq “
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
Gme
2πixm,uy
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which by integration gives
(25) fpuq “
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
Gm
2πixm,qye
2πixm,uy “ ε
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
Gm
2πixm, aye
2πixm,uy,
and the series is absolutely convergent, due to the assumption that a is diophantine
(see (13)) and G P Ck, k ą d` κ` 1. In particular, |Gm| ď Cpk, dqp1 ` |m|q´k for
some universal constant Cpk, dq ą 0 depending only on d and k. Notice that the
sum is bounded because 1
G
satisfies the assumptions pF.1q ´ pF.3q. Summarizing
we have
wεj ptq “
qj
MpGq t` w
ε
j p0q(26)
“ aj
εMpGq t` w
ε
j p0q.
On the other hand from (24) and (25)
wεj ptq “ uεjptq `
qj
MpGqfpu
εq(27)
“ z
ε
j ptq
ε
`
"
aj
ε
1
MpGq
*
ε
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
Gm
2πixm, aye
2πixm,uεy
“ z
ε
j ptq
ε
` aj
MpGq
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
Gm
2πixm, aye
2pii
ε
xm,zεy.
Combining (26), (27) and wεj p0q “
zεj p0q
ε
` qj
MpGqfp z
εp0q
ε
q, which follows from (24),
we get
aj
MpGq t` pj ´ zεj ptq “ σpεq where
σpεq “ ε
$&
%´ qjMpGqfppε q ` ajMpGq
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
Gm
2πixm, aye
2pii
ε
xm,zεy
,.
-
“ ε
$&
% ajMpGq
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
Gm
2πixm, ay
”
e
2pii
ε
xm,zεy ´ e 2piiε xm,py
ı,.
- .
Since G P Ck, k ą d` κ` 1 and a is diophantine, see (13), it follows that the seriesř
mPZdzt0u
|Gm|
2π|xm,ay| converges. Therefore using (13)
|σpεq| ď 2ε|a||MpGq|
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
|Gm|
2π|xm, ay| ď
ε|a|
c0π|MpGq|
ÿ
mPZdzt0u
|m|d`κ|Gm|
and the series converges because from G P Ck we get |Gm| ď Cpk, dqp1 ` |m|q´k
with k ą d` κ` 1. The proof now follows. 
Remark 4. Peirone showed that if F P C1pTdq is Zd periodic, u0 P C1 and the
limit lim
tÑ8
St
F
pxq
t
exists for a.e. x P Td then the problem (2) is homogenizable, see [14]
Lemma 2.2 (b). Here St
F
is the semigroup generated by (7). Our result establishes
the converse of this statement for homogenizable (2).
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5. Proof of Theorem 2b
Our goal here is to apply Kolmogorov’s coordinate transformation in order to
reduce the general problem to shear flow. For this, Tassa [19] found an explicit
formula, that we will write below. We should (again) point out that Kolmogorov’s
proof in [11] is not constructive.
It is convenient to introduce some basic facts about the equation
dX
dt
“ FpXq
with F satisfying the properties (F.1)-(F.3). Let dµ “ ρdx be the invariant measure
corresponding to this system, then by definition divpρFq “ 0. Thus the vector field
b “ pb1, b2q “ ρF is divergence free, 1-periodic, and ρ P Ck, see section 1.4. This
yields that the integral
´ 1
0
b1px1, x2qdx2 is constant since
Bx1
ˆ 1
0
b1px1, x2qdx2 “
ˆ 1
0
Bx1b1px1, x2qdx2(28)
“ ´
ˆ 1
0
Bx2b2px1, x2qdx2
“ ´rb2px1, 1q ´ b2px1, 0qs “ 0.
Similarly we have that
´ 1
0
b2px1, x2qdx1 is constant. Denote b1 “
´ 1
0
b1px1, x2qdx2,
b2 “
´ 1
0
b2px1, x2qdx1 (which are the mean integrals of b1, b2 over T2) and set
y1 “ f1px1, x2q “ 1
b2
ˆ x1
0
b2pξ, 0qdξ,
y2 “ f2px1, x2q “ 1
b1
ˆ x2
0
b1px1, ξqdξ.
(29)
It is shown in [19] that in the new coordinate system we get the shear flow
dy
dt
“
a
Gpyq with a “ p1, γq, where γ is the rotation number, see section 1.3. Furthermore,
we have that
(30)
ˇˇˇ
ˇ Bpy1, y2qBpx1, x2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “ b1px1, x2qb1
b2px1, 0q
b2
­“ 0, @x P T2
and the invariant measure density is
(31)
1
Gpyq “
b2pg1pyq, 0q
b2
F1pg1pyq, g2pyqq
with g “ pg1, g2q being the inverse of f “ pf1, f2q, see [19], page 1395. In particular,
it follows
(32) b P Ck and G P Ck
(recall that b “ ρF and ρ P Ck, see section 1.4). Moreover from (29), (30) and the
inverse function theorem g P Ck implying G P Ck, k ą 3` κ.
In order to take advantage of (29) we introduce the function zεptq “ Xεptq{ε.
Then zεptq solves the Cauchy problem dz
ε
dt
“ Fpz
εq
ε
, zεp0q “ p
ε
. Clearly, the
invariant measure now is dµz “ 1ερdz and bε “ p b1ε , b2ε q is divergence free. Note
that
bi
bi
“ b
ε
i
bεi
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and therefore applying the change of variables y “ fpxq, with mapping f “ pf1, f2q
given by (29) we obtain the shear flow
(33)
dyε
dt
“ ab2pg1py
εq, 0q
b2
F1pgpyεqq
ε
.
In order to get rid of ε in the denominator we set wεptq “ εyεptq. Then wεptq
solves the equation
(34)
dwε
dt
“ ab2pg1pw
ε{εq, 0q
b2
F1pgpwε{εqq.
By (29) we have that
f1px1 ` 1, x2q “ f1px1, x2q ` 1,
f1px1, x2 ` 1q “ f1px1, x2q,
and similarly
f2px1 ` 1, x2q “ f2px1, x2q,
f2px1, x2 ` 1q “ f2px1, x2q ` 1
in view of the periodicity of b. Consequently if ei, pi “ 1, 2q is the unit vector in
the canonical basis of R2 then this translates to the inverse of f, namely we have
gjpη ` eiq “ gjpηq `Mij , 1 ď i, j ď 2 where Mij P Z, see [19] equation (2.5). This
yields that 1
Gpηq “ b2pg1pηq,0qb2 F1pgpηqq is periodic function and w
ε solves the Cauchy
problem
(35)
dwε
dt
“ a
G
`
wε
ε
˘ , wεp0q “ εfˆxεp0q
ε
˙
.
From here, in light of (29) we have
wε1ptq “
ε
b2
ˆ zε
1
ptq
0
b2pξ, 0qdξ “ ε
b2
ˆ xε
1
ptq{ε
0
b2pξ, 0qdξ(36)
“ xε1 `
ε
b2
ˆ xε
1
ptq{ε
0
pb2pξ, 0q ´ b2qdξ
“ xε1 `
ε
b2
ˆ xε
1
ptq{ε
rxε
1
ptq{εs
pb2pξ, 0q ´ b2qdξ
for b is periodic, see the proof of Lamma 1 for a similar argument. Here r¨s denotes
the integer part.
Hence we conclude that
(37) wε1ptq “ xε1ptq `
ε
b2
ˆ xε
1
ptq{ε
rxε
1
ptq{εs
pb2pξ, 0q ´ b2qdξ t P r0,8q.
In particular for the initial condition we get that wε1p0q “ p1 ` Opεq. As for the
asymptotic expansion of wε2 then we need to use a well-known fact that there is a
scalar function ϕ such that b “ pB2ϕ,´B1ϕq for every two dimensional divergence
free vector field b P L8. From this equation it follows ϕpxq “ ψpxq ` q ¨ x ` q0
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where ψ is periodic. Observe that b “ ρF P L8 by pF.1q ´ pF.3q (in fact b P Ck
by (32)), hence }∇ψ}8 ď }ρF}8 ă 8. Using this fact we compute
wε2ptq “
ε
b1
ˆ zε
2
ptq
0
b1
ˆ
xε1
ε
, ξ
˙
dξ “ ε
b1
ˆ xε
2
ptq{ε
0
b1
ˆ
xε1
ε
, ξ
˙
dξ
“ ε
b1
ˆ xε
2
ptq{ε
0
„
b1
ˆ
xε1
ε
, ξ
˙
´ b1p0, ξq

dξ ` ε
b1
ˆ xε
2
ptq{ε
0
b1 p0, ξqdξ
“ ε
b1
„
ϕ
ˆ
xε1
ε
, 0
˙
´ ϕ
ˆ
xε1
ε
,
xε2
ε
˙
` ϕ
ˆ
0,
xε2
ε
˙
` ϕp0, 0q

` ε
b1
ˆ xε
2
ptq{ε
0
b1 p0, ξq dξ
“ ε
b1
„
ψ
ˆ
xε1
ε
, 0
˙
´ ψ
ˆ
xε1
ε
,
xε2
ε
˙
` ψ
ˆ
0,
xε2
ε
˙
` ψp0, 0q ` 2q0

` xε2ptq `
ε
b1
ˆ xε
2
ptq{ε
rxε
2
ptq{εs
pb1 p0, ξq ´ b1qdξ
where the third line follows as in (37), or integrating by parts and using b “
pB2ϕ,´B1ϕq. In particular, at t “ 0 we have that wε2p0q “ p2 `Opεq.
Summarizing, we see that wε solves the following Cauchy problem
dwε
dt
“ a
G
`
wε
ε
˘ , wεp0q “ pp1 `Opεq, p2 `Opεqq
where a “ p1, γq and γ is the rotation number, see section 1.3. By Theorem 2a,
for diophantine a “ p1, γq there is a linear function w0 such that |wεptq ´w0ptq| ď
Cε, t P r0,8q. Here C ą 0 depends on F, ρ and γ as in Theorem 2a (note that we
can apply Theorem 2a because by (32) G P Ck). Then from (37)
|xε1ptq ´ w01ptq| ď
ε
b2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˆ xε1ptq{ε
rxε
1
ptq{εs
pb2pξ, 0q ´ b2qdξ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď 2ε}ρF}L8
b2
.
Finally for xε2 we have
|xε2 ´ w02 | ď |wε2 ´ w02 | ` ε}ψ}L8 `
ε
b1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˆ xε2ptq{ε
rxε
2
ptq{εs
pb1 p0, ξq ´ b1qdξ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“ Cˆε` ε}ψ}L8 ` ε2}ρF}L
8
b1
and the desired estimate follows
6. Examples
Example 1: Let F be 1-periodic vector field such that F2 “ 1 and
F1px1, x2q “ F1px1q “
"
1 0 ă x1 ď 1{2,
0 1{2 ă x1 ď 1.
Let Xεptq be the solution to the following initial value problem$&
%
dXε
dt
“ F
ˆ
Xε
ε
˙
,
Xεp0q “ p.
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Let Sε be the (cigar-shaped)
ε
2
?
2
-neighborhood of the ray p` sE,E “ p2, 1q, s ě 0,
i.e.
Sε “
"
x P R2 : |x´ rp` sEs| ď ε
2
?
2
, s ě 0
*
.
Thus as ε Ñ 0 the trajectory (i.e. curves determined by Xε) converges to the line
ℓpsq “ p` sp2, 1q, s ě 0 in Hausdorff distance. Hence the trajectory of the limit is
the line ℓpsq. As for the speed of the convergence, we note first that by definition
xε2 “ 1 and it is enough to study the ode
dz
dt
“ F1pz{εq. Multiplying both sides of
this equation by
dzε
dt
and integrating we obtain that
ˆ s
0
ˇˇˇ
ˇdzεptqdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
dt “
ˆ s
0
F1
ˆ
zεptq
ε
˙
dzεptq
dt
dt “ qs`Opεq
where q “ fflr0,1s F1 “ 12 . Since
ˇˇˇ
ˇdzεptqdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď supF1 “ 1 we can use a customary
compactness argument and infer from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem
ˆ s
0
ˇˇˇ
ˇdz0ptqdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
dt “ s
2
,
where z0 is the limit function. After differentiation we get
ˇˇˇ
ˇdz0ptqdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “
b
1
2
.
The astute reader has probably noticed that we did not use condition pF.3q
here, but could still obtain a convergence rate. This is due to the one-dimensional
character of the problem, since F2 “ 1 here.
Example 2: (One-dimension) Another example is given by F with saw-like graph
F pτq “
"
2hτ
a
` σ if τ P r0, a
2
q,
2h
a
pa´ τq ` σ if τ P ra
2
, aq,(38)
periodically extended over R, see Figure 1. Here σ ą 0, a ą 0 is the periodicity of
F and h “ maxF is the peak of F . We can solve this equations explicitly: indeed
we have that
dyε
dt
“
"
2h
a
pyε
ε
´ kaq ` σ if yε
ε
P ak ` r0, a
2
q,
2h
a
papk ` 1q ´ yε
ε
q ` σ if yε
ε
P ak ` ra
2
, aq.
After integration one gets
yε “
#
C´pkqe 2htεa ` εka´ aσε2h if yε P εak ` r0, aε2 q,
C`pkqe´ 2htεa ` εpk ` 1qa´ aσε2h if yε P εak ` raε2 , aεq,
with some constants C˘pkq and k P Z. Clearly this solution yε is monotone and
hence the argument using the inverse function in the proof of Lemma 2 works
here too. Obviously 1
a
´ a
0
dτ
F pτq “ ah log
`
h`σ
σ
˘ ” β and therefore we infer that yε
converges uniformly to y0ptq “ p` t
β
on any finite closed interval r0, T s.
Example 3: Theorem 1 is still valid if the periodicity of Gp¨, xq is replaced with
almost periodicity in x because we needed periodicity in the proof only for the
convergence rate for G0. In this case one may get weaker error estimates, see [20]
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τ
F pτq
´1 1 2 3
0
1
2
3
Figure 1. In this example a “ 1, h “ 3 and σ “ 1
3
.
Example 11.13. Indeed, the function F pxq “ ř8k“0 1p2k`1q2 sin´ x2k`1¯ is almost
periodic. By direct computation
ˆ T
0
F pxqdx “
8ÿ
k“0
2
2k ` 1 sin
2
ˆ
T
2p2k ` 1q
˙
“
Npεqÿ
0
¨ ¨ ¨ `
8ÿ
Npεq
. . .
Npεq „ 1
ε
then in this case |Xεptq´X0ptq| ď CpT qpε| log ε|q on finite time intervals
r0, T s.
Example 4: (1-dimensional Transport Equation) One can apply Theorem 1 to the
homogenization of some model transport equations such as
(39) Btvε `Hpx{εqBxvε “ 0, vεp0, xq “ v0pxq.
Here H ą 0 is C1 smooth periodic function. Let F “ p1, Hq and ρ be the density of
invariant measure, i.e. divpρFq “ 0. Therefore there is a function Mpt, xq solving
the system " BtM “ ´ρHpy{εq
BxM “ ρ.(40)
The level sets M “ const are the characteristics of the equation (39). Noting that
BtM “ ´ρH ­“ 0 and applying the inverse function theorem to Mpt, xq “ const we
infer that x “ hεptq and therefore for the solution of the Cauchy problem we have
the formula
vεpt, xq “ v0px´ hεptqq,
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where by construction
dhε
dt
“ Hphε{εq, hεp0q “ x. Denote v0pt, xq “ v0px´ h0ptqq,
where h0 “ lim hε. Thus we have from Theorem 1 the estimate
|vεpt, xq ´ v0pt, xq| “ |v0px´ hεptqq ´ v0px´ h0ptqq|
ď }Bxv0}8|hεptq ´ h0ptq| ď CpT qε
on finite time intervals r0, T s.
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